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The Mercator Projection was designed to make it possible to determine the exact 
direction of a line connecting any two points. Travel along this line would, how-
ever, be a curve on the curved surface of the globe.

A flight from Buenos Aires, Argentina, to Athens, Greece, taking a constant bearing calcu-
lated against the orthogonal latitude and longitude lines would not be the shortest route. 
The shortest distance would be a “great circle route,” where navigation requires a constant 
change of compass direction. The characterization, “constantly turning” is an artifact pro-
duced by the constantly changing relative position of the magnetic pole. Holding the mag-
netic bearing constant would, it is easy to demonstrate, bend the traveler’s “straight” path 
(curved only in relation to Cartesian flatness).

The “anomaly” of traveling in a “straight” line through continuous adjustments to magnetic 
bearing is a variation on the Coriolis effect of apparent curvature due to the rotation of the 
earth. Like the atlas, where the radically exterior relates to the radically interior, the journey 
across the surface of the earth is a case where the exterior, “cosmic” properties of the globe 
impact the micro-adjustments of “straight” travel.
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1.2 / The Binding of the Atlas

The globe’s curvature cannot be represented directly in the map except by errors — or 
rather a pattern of errors — that balance shape, size, and direction. A shape may be 
shown in an approximately correct way, but only at the expense of other properties of 
the curved surface. This problem is epitomized by the Mercator Map, which shows lines 
longitude as parallel. This greatly enlarges the northern and southern regions, resulting 
in giantized Greenland, Siberia, and northern Canada. The convenience of the Mercator, 
showing some travel directions in a consistent way, leads to misconceptions about such 
other basics as the shortest distance between any two points (the “great circle route”). 
Add to this representational problem the fact that the earth rotates on its axis, making 
the motions made within that temporal context appear to be paradoxical, such as the 
Coreolis “effect,” the strange symptom of flows to take a clockwise (northern hemi-
sphere) or counter-clockwise (southern hemisphere) direction.

The symptom always appears as an anomaly that is “inexplicable” until some frame of 
reference is discovered. The frame, lying outside of the initial field of observation, takes 
into account the position and role of the observer. This becomes the “artifact” (factum) 
that, by broadening the frame of consideration, makes the symptom make sense. In the 
classic study of workers at the Hawthorn Works, a Western Electric factory near Chicago, 
researchers sought to test the relationship between light levels and productivity. Their 
adjustments, however, were perceived by the workers as evidence that management 
cared about them, and productivity went up whenever a change was made. The “Haw-
thorne Effect” has come to stand for artifacts in general: the existence of an outside 
frame of reference, a primary form of reality, that operates inside some field as a nega-
tive form of reality — an anomaly, a gap between rationality and experience. Thus, the 
binding of the Atlas is both a material detail of the construction of the literal book and 
a metaphorical “pull” at the radical center of each map representation that makes the 
consequences of flattening a curved surface appear as an anomaly. This direct relation-
ship between what is outermost, what is innermost, and what appears as a symptom of 
the unconscious leads us to an important clue.

Jorge Luis Borges offers some tantalizing insights. In his fantasy on the possibility of 
an infinite library we find a book with a single binding at the center of a spherical ar-
rangements of pages. Borges has thought through this problem of the atlas, apparently, 
and forced the book to concede to the globe. This literal form-change materializes what 
could be regarded as a perennial imposition on every text. The curve of the globe’s 
smooth surface creates the error and incompleteness of every line, every word’s at-
tempt to draw between signifier and signified. Looking closely, we always find these lines 
to be slightly off the mark. “Marginalia,” present in some form in every text, occupy the 
space between the body of the text and the edge of the page; but in every sense they 
are the flight instructions for the reader going between the idea and the ink. This jour-
ney is, Borges says elsewhere, is like the minimum labyrinth, which has only one line 
and only one doubt.
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